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INTRODUCTION 
It is a well known fact that the Whitney numbers of a sequence of 
ranked posets P0, P1, P2,-.- of rank 0, l, 2 .... such that every r-ranked 
filter of P, is isomorphic to Pr are the connection constants between the 
sequence of powers and the sequence of the characteristic polynomials of 
the posets [-Dow]. We note here that, if the posets are indeed super- 
solvable geometric lattices, then the sequence of characteristic polynomials 
is persistent in the sense of [Dam2]. Thus, in Sections 3 and 4, we will 
be able to transfer the two term recursion and the explicit formula for 
connection constants [Daml] as well as several og-concavity properties 
of symmetric functions [Sag2] to the Whitney numbers of those lattices. 
Moreover, since the roots of the characteristic polynomial of a super- 
solvable lattice have been given a nice combinatorial meaning [Sta2], we 
can also give a simple semantics for those formulas. 
As a consequence of our results, we obtain (Section 5) unifying proofs of 
several properties enjoyed by Whitney numbers of Boolean algebras, sub- 
space lattices, partition lattices, and Dowling lattices. It turns out that 
these lattices form the only infinite sequences of modularly complemented 
geometric lattices atisfying the conditions mentioned at the beginning. 
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1. POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCES 
Let p0(x), pl(x), p2(x), ... be a sequence of monic polynomials of degree 
0, 1, 2 .... with real coefficients. Such a sequence will be denoted by {p.(x)}. 
To any ordered pair of sequences, {p.(x)} and {qn(X)}, we associate the 
triangular array of connection constants L~,k uniquely defined by the 
relationships 
p . (x )= ~ L.,kqk(x). 
k=0 
A polynomial sequence {pn(x)} is called a persistent sequence if
p.(x) -- (x -  t.) p. ,(x) 
for n= 1, 2, 3, .... 
The connection constants of two persistent sequences are related to their 
roots by 
THEOREM 1.1 [Daml] .  Let {pn(X) } and {q.(x) } be persistent sequences 
and let {s.) and {r. } be their respective root sequences. Then the connection 
constants L.,~ enjoy the recurrence 
L.,k=L.-a,g 1 + (rg+a --Sn)Ln-l,k 
and have the closed formula 
n- -k  
L.,k = Z I] (r6--gi,+t-1)" 
1~<i1~<i2~< ... ~in_k<~k+l t=l 
Two special cases are worth noting. 
When {qn(x)) is the power sequence {xn), we have 
L~,k = L~_ 1,k_ 1 --s~L~_I,g 
and 
Ln, g=e~_g(-sl ,  -s2 ..... -sn), 
where ed(Xl, X2, ..., Xn) is the elementary symmetric function of degree d in 
n variables. 
Conversely, when {pn(x)} is the power sequence {x~}, we have 
L. .k=Ln- l ,k- l  +r~+lLn-l.~ 
and 
L.,k=h. k(rl,r2 ..... rk+l), 
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where hd(Xi ,  x2, ..., x,)  is the (complete) homogeneous symmetric function 
of degree d in n variables. 
In closing the section we state several properties of both elementary and 
homogeneous symmetric functions. 
We first recall that a sequence Vo~ Vm, v2 .... of real numbers is said to be 
a Polya f requency sequence, resp. a log-concave one if all the minors, resp. 
all the 2 × 2 minors of the following matrix are non-negative: 
V 0 Vm •..  
0 Vo -.- 
Now it is a straightforward consequence of the Jacobi-Trudy Theorem 
[-Mac] that, for any sequence al, a2, a3 .... of non-negative r al numbers, 
eo(am,a2 ..... an), em(am, a2 .... ,an)  ..... en(al ,  a2 .... ,an)  
ho(am, a2, ..., an), hm(am, a2, ..., an), ... 
are Polya frequency sequences. 
Moreover, looking at the proofs in Sagan's work l-Sag2], it may be 
easily derived that if the sequence al, ax, . . .  is log-concave, then so are the 
sequences 
ek(al ,  a2 ..... ak), ek(am, a2 .... , ak + l) .... 
hk(al) ,  hk(am, a2), ... 
ek(am, a2 ..... ak) ,ek  re(a1, ae,.. . ,a~+l) .... , e0(al, a2 .... , azk) 
hk(am), hk_ l (a l ,  a2) .... , ho(al,  a2, ..., ak+l). 
2. UNIFORM SUPERSOLVABLE LATTICES 
Let P be a finite, ranked poset with minimum (0e) and maximum (le). 
Let p be its rank function, satisfying p (0e)=0 and p(y)=p(x)+ 1 
whenever y covers x. For the time being, we denote by n the rank of the 
top element of P. 
The Whitney numbers of P of the first and second kind, denoted by wk 
and Wk respectively, are defined as 
w~= Y~ ~(0,,,x) 
p(x)=n--k 
582a/65/1-2 
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and 
Wk= ~ 1, 
p(x)=n--k 
where/~ is the Moebius function of P, and k ranges from 0 to n. 
The characteristic polynomial p(2) of P is the generating polynomial of 
the Whitney numbers of the first kind: 
p(2)= ~ Wk2 k. 
k=0 
The filter determined by an element x of P is the interval [x, 1p]. 
The poset P is uniform when any two equally ranked elements of P 
determine isomorphic filters. 
We now introduce a partial order on the set of (isomorphism classes of) 
finite, ranked posets with bottom and top by saying that P precedes Q iff 
P is isomorphic to a filter of Q. 
Here we observe that a poset P is uniform iff the set of its predecessors 
is a chain. A nice consequence of this property is that the set q/ of finite, 
uniform, ranked posets with our partial order is indeed a tree. 
Now, we are in the position of reformulating the result [Dow] men- 
tioned in the introduction that establishes a link between Whitney numbers 
and connection constants. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let P0, Pt,  P2, ... be a chain ofposets of rank 0, 1, 2 .... in 
ql. Let po(2), pl()~), p2(2) .... be their characteristic polynomials. Then the 
Whitney numbers of the second kind, Wn, k = Wk(Pn), are the constants 
connecting the sequence of powers to the sequence {p,(2)}: 
2 n= ~ W.,kpk(2). 
k=0 
We recall that a lattice is said to be geometric if all its elements are 
suprema of atoms and, for every x and y in the lattice, the upper semi- 
modular inequality 
p(x A y) + p(x v y) <<. p(x) + p(y) 
holds. 
An element m of a geometric lattice is said to be modular if, for every y 
in the lattice, 
p(m /x y) + p(m v y) = p(m) + p(y), 
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or, equivalently, if 
xv(yAm)=(xv  y )Am 
for every x ~< m. 
For a modular element m it turns out [Stal ] that 
Ey ,x m, m] ~ [y, y v m]. 
Each modular element induces a factorization of the characteristic 
polynomial: 
THEOREM 2.2 [Stal] .  
of rank n, then 
pL(2)=pEo'm3(2) [ ~ 
b:m/',b=O 
Moreover, a supersolvable lattice 
I f  m is a modular element of a geometric lattice L 
#(0, b) 2" p(m)--p(b)]. 
[Sta l l  is a lattice having an 
unrefinable chain of modular elements. The characteristic polynomial of 
such a lattice can be easily computed using 
THEOREM 2.3 [Stal] .  Let L be an upper semimodular supersolvable 
lattice with an unrefinable chain of modular elements OL = XO <Xl < "'" < 
Xn = 1L" Then 
pL(2) = (2 - -a l ) (2 - -a2) ' "  (k-- a,), 
where ai is the number of atoms of L that precede xi but not xi_ 1. 
Finally, we recall that a geometric lattice is said to be modularly 
complemented if every element has a modular complement. It has been 
proved [Sto2] that an irreducible modularly complemented geometric 
lattice is uniform and supersolvable. 
3. RECURSIVE AND CLOSED FORMULAS FOR WHITNEY NUMBERS 
Putting together the results shown in the previous ections, we can now 
state our first result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Lo, L1,Lz .... , L  ..... be a chain of supersolvable 
geometric lattices of rank O, 1, 2, ..., n .... in ql. Then the Whitney numbers 
W,,k = Wk(L,) and Wn, k = Wk(L,) satisfy the recursive formulas 
Wn, k ~ Wn- 1,k-- 1 -- anWk-- l,k 
Wn, k=Wn- l ,k  l+ak+lW,  l,k, 
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where a; is the number of atoms of L~ which do not preceed an arbitrarily 
choosen modular coatom of L~. Moreover, the Whitney numbers can be 
expressed in terms of symmetric functions as follows: 
wn, k= ( -1 )n -k  en k(al,a2,...,an) 
Wn, k=h,_k(al,a2,...,ak+l). 
In order to prove this theorem, it is convenient to state 
LEMMA 3.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.1, each 
r-ranked interval of Ls having modular top element is isomorphic to Lr. 
Proof Let [a, b] be an r-ranked interval of Ls where b is modular. It 
suffices to prove that I-a, b] is isomorphic to a filter of Ls. Indeed, since L~ 
is geometric, b has a complement c, say, and from Section 2, we have 
[a, b] = [a v (c A b), b] = [(a v e) A b ,b ]  
~[ave , (avc)  vb]=[ave ,  1]. | 
As a consequence of this lemma, the ai's of Theorem 3.1 can be also seen 
as the difference between the number of atoms of L~ and that of L;_ 1. We 
are now ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof By definition, the w,,k are the constants connecting the sequence 
of characteristic polynomials to the sequence of powers 
p.(4)=pL.(4)= ~ Wn, k2 k 
k=0 
while, by Theorem 2.1, the W.,k are the constants connecting the same 
sequences in reverse order, 
4 n= ~ Wn,kPk(4)" 
k=O 
In order to prove that the sequence of characteristic polynomials is 
persistent we apply Theorem 2.2 to a modular coatom m of Ln and write 
P.(4) = Pl0,-,l(4)[ ~ ]A(O,x) 41--p(x)] • 
X:m A x=O 
We observe that each x can be either the bottom element of L.  or an atom 
not preceding m; hence, by definition of the a's, 
pn(4) = p EO,,,,l (4)(4 -- a.). 
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Next, by Lemma 3.2, we have 
[OL.,m]~--Ln 1. 
Hence, we obtain 
p,(2) = p, 1(2)(2- a,). 
Finally, by taking into account Theorem 1.1, our results follow. | 
In the remainder of this section we supply lattice theoretical proofs of 
recursive and explicit formulas for the Whitney numbers of the second 
kind. 
We first prove the recursion 
Wn, k-=Wn 1,k_lWak+lWn--l,k. 
If m is a modular coatom of Ln then, by Lemma 3.2, the interval [0, m] is 
isomorphic to Ln_ i. Hence our recursion can be written as 
x~ L n xE  [0, m] XE [0, m] 
p(x)=n k p (x )=n- -  I (k - - l )  p(x)=n 1 - -k  
or  
1 =ak+ I 2 
x~ Ln-- [0, m] xe [0, m] 
p(x)=n--k p(x)=n 1 --k 
. 
Referring to the latter identity, consider now the map from the left-hand 
side indices to the right-hand ones sending x into x A m. This map is well 
defined since, by modularity of m, 
p(x A m)=p(x)+ p(m)--p(x v m)=n-k  +n--  1 -n=n-k -  1. 
Then we note that the counterimages of any right-hand side index y can be 
seen as the atoms of the filter [y, 1 ] not preceeding m. By hypothesis, the 
filter [y, 1] is isomorphic to Lk+l and, by Lemma 3.2, the interval [y, m] 
is isomorphic to Lk. Hence, the number of counterimages of y is the num- 
ber of atoms of Lk+l minus the number of atoms of Lk, i.e. ak+ 1- We have 
shown that our map is in fact an a~+l-to-1 correspondence; hence its 
domain has order ak+l times its codomain. 
Next, in order to prove the formula 
Wn, k = h~_k(al, a2 ..... ak+ 1) 
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let O=mo<ma<m2< ... <mn=l  be an unrefinable chain of modular 
elements of L,.  If x is any element of L,  then, by modularity of the m's, 
the elements 
0=x ^ m0, x ^ ml, ..., x A mn=X 
form, apart from repetitions, an unrefinable chain. We label the element x
with the increasing sequence l~, 12, ..., It of the indeces lj such that 
x A mlj_  1 <x  A mb. 
Note that t turns out to be the rank of x. By passing, we remark that 
this labelling is strictly related to the natural labelling of elements of a 
supersolvable attice [Sta3 ]. Now we claim that the number of elements of 
L,  whose label is l~, l 2 . . . . .  It is given by the monomial 
f l  a l j - j+  1. 
j= l  
Indeed, it is a fact that there are as many elements labelled l~, l 2 .... , l, as 
there are chains of the form 
with the property 
0=Xo=Xl= " ' "  ~Xl  I 1 
~X l l=X l l+ l= . . .  =x12_ l  
~X12=x12+1 = . . .  =x /3_ l  
~Xl t=Xl t+ l= . . .  =Xn 
X i~Xi+ 1 A m i. 
Note that x~j is an atom of [xtj 1, mtj] not preceding mtj_ 1 which, in turn, 
is a modular coatom of this interval. Now [xlj_~,mlj] is an ( l j - j+  1) 
ranked interval of Ln with modular top element and is isomorphic, by 
Lemma 3.2, to Llj_j+ 1. Hence, by definition of the a's, there are a~j_j+ 
different choices for xtj. This proves our claim. 
Finally we have 




H atj- J+,=h,-k(a,,a2 ..... ak+,). 
l~</l< "~" <ln-k~n j= l  
For the last equality see [Daml ]. 
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We leave it to the reader to give lattice theoretical proofs of the recursion 
and the explicit formulas for Whitney numbers of the first kind. (Hints can 
be found in [Sta2, Sta3]). 
4. LOG-CONCAVITY 
Our results allow us to give a lattice theoretical interpretation of Sagan's 
work on symmetric functions [Sag2]. 
First of all we will say that three or more elements of a lattice L are in 
general position if none of them follows the meet of the others. 
LEMMA 4.1. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3.1, /f each Lh 
(h > 2) contains at least three modular coatoms in general position , then the 
sequence al, a2, a3, ... is log-concave. 
Proof For the sake of conciseness, we give an outline of the proof, 
leaving the details to the interested reader. See Fig. 1. 
We have to prove that, whenever k > 1, 
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Let x, y, z be modular coatoms of Lk +, in general position. We set 
t=x  ^ y 
l , l~XAZ 
V=yAZ 
W=XA yAZ.  
Since all these elements are modular, then, by 
hypothesis, we have 
[0, x]  ~ [0, y]  - [0, z] ~ Lk 
[O, t] ~ [O, u] ~ [O, v] ~ Lk l 
[0, w] ~ Lk_ 2. 
Lemma 3.2 and by 
Let q be a fixed atom preceding v but not w. Let p be an atom preceding 
u but now w and let r be an atom preceding neither x nor y nor z. To every 
ordered pair (p, r) we associate the ordered pair 
((q v r) ^ x, (p v r) ^ y). 
The first entry is an atom preceding x but neither u nor t, while the second 
entry is an atom preceding y but neither v nor t. 
Our map is injective. Indeed, if (p, r) is mapped into (c, d), then we can 
write 
and 
r=(q  v c) ^ (u v d) 
p=(r  v d) A u. 
Then, since the order of the domain does not exceed that of the codomain, 
we have 
i.e., 
ak l (ak+l- -2ak +ak- l )<~(ak- -ak -1)  2, 
ak_ lak . ,  <~a 2. | 
We now state some log-concavity results for several sequences that can 
be read on the triangular arrays of Whitney numbers. 
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THEOREM 4.2. With the same hypotheses a  in Theorem 3.1, the following 
sequences are Polya frequency: 
IW.,ol, Iw., l j ,  ..., Iw.,.I 
mk, k, Wk + l,k, Wk + 2,k, .... 
Moreover, if each Lk (k~ 3) contains at least three modular coatoms in 
general position, then the following sequences are log-concave: 
Iw.,ol, IWn+i, ll, IW.+2,21 .... 
Wn, o, Wn+l,1, Wn+2,2,-.- 
[Wn,OI, IW~+I,21, ]Wn+2,41, "'" 
Wn, o, Wn, 1, "'., Wn, n. 
Proof Easily derived from Theorem 3.1, Lemma 4.1, and Section 1. | 
5. EXAMPLES: MODULARLY COMPLEMENTED GEOMETRIC LATTICES 
We begin the section by giving a few examples of infinite chains of 
uniform supersolvable geometric lattices. We also show how several classi- 
cal relationships on Whitney numbers can be obtained at once from our 
theorems. Finally we prove that the examples below are the only ones 
when one restricts to the case of modularly complemented geometric 
lattices. 
The most obvious example is provided by the chain Bo, B1, ... of Boolean 
algebras on 0, 1, ... elements. In this case it is well known that 
and ai = 1 for all i's. 
So Theorem 3.1 gives the Pascal recursion 
Note that, by the theorem of Stonesifer quoted in Section 2, our 
Theorem 3.1 afortiori holds for chains of simple, modularly complemented 
geometric lattices. Hence we have the following examples. 
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SUBSPACE LATTICES. If L~ is the subspace lattice of the n-dimensional 
vector space over GF(q), then 
Enl 
Wn'k= kq  
and 
a i= l+q + . . .+q i  l 
So, by Theorem 3.1, we derive 
Iktq ~ Ik ~1 
and Knuth's result [Knu] 
- 
k 1~<i1~ < ... <~in_k<~k+ 1 
- - ( l+q+ . . .+q i  2)=qi 1. 
÷q [n 'lq 
qil+ ... +i~-k n+k 
~--- E q i l+" ,+ in_k=ZC I n,k, lq ,  
0~<i1~< --- <~in-k <~k 1 
where Cn, k, l is the number of Ferrers diagrams of l points which fit into a 
k × (n - k) rectangle. 
PARTITION LATTICES. If L n is the partition lattice//n + 1 of a set of n + 1 
elements, then the Whitney numbers of the first (second) kind are the 
Stirling numbers of the first (second) kind. Namely, 
w. ,k=s(n+l ,k+l )  W. ,k=S(n+l ,k+l ) .  
Noting that L i has 
1) 
atoms, we immediately derive that ai = i. Hence, by Theorem 3.1, we have 
s(n + 1, k + 1 ) = s(n, k) - ns(n, k + 1 ) 
S(n+ 1, k + 1)= S(n, k )+(k+ 1) S(n, k+ 1), 
Also, we remark that the well known closed formulas for the Stirling 
numbers (see for instance [Com]) are easily derived by the same theorem. 
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DOWLING LATTICES. Given an n element set B, Dowling [Dow] defines 
a partial partition of B to be a collection {B1, B2 ..... Bm} of nonempty, 
disjoint subsets (called blocks) of B. Given a finite group G of order g, 
a partial G-partition of B is a set /~ of mappings b i :B i~G,  where 
{BI, B2 ..... Bin} is a partial partition of B. 
Let now/~ and ~ be two partial G-partitions of B associated to the par- 
tial partitions {B 1, B2, ..., Bm} and {C1, C2, ..., C,}. Following Dowling, 
we write/~ ~< 7 if, for every i, 
(1) Ci is the union of some blocks B!j; 
(2) for every j, there exists a group element xij such that the restric- 
tion to B~j of c~ equals x~j times b,). 
This relation is a preorder. The set of partial G-partitions of B, endowed 
with the partial order induced by this preorder, is the Dowling lattice 
Qn(G). Such a lattice is a simple, modularly complemented geometric 
lattice [Dow]. Here we recall that, if G is the trivial group with one 
element, then Qn(G) is isomorphic to the partition lattice/7,+ t.
To our purposes it is important o note that the rank of the class [/3] 
is n minus the number of its blocks. Moreover, in such a lattice, there are 
two kinds of atoms, each with n -  1 blocks. The first kind is related to 
partial partitions with n -1  singleton blocks (and one element of B is 
neglected). There are obviously n such atoms. The second kind is related to 
partial partitions with n -2  singleton blocks and one block with two 
elements. It can be easily seen that there are gn(n- 1)/2 such atoms. 
Hence we immediately derive that a~ = 1 + g(i -  1 ). Thus, by Theorem 3.1, 
we obtain the recursion of Whitney numbers of Dowling lattices [Dow]: 
w,.~=w~ 1 ,k_ l - ( l+g(n -1) )wn ~,~ 
W,,k=Wn 1,k l+( l+gk)  W,, l,k. 
Moreover we remark that all the lattices here mentioned have three 
coatoms in general position. Therefore the log-concavity properties tated 
in Theorem 4.1 apply to their Whitney numbers. 
For injective proofs, the reader is referred to [But, Sagl]. See also 
[Sto2] for a related result. 
To close the section, we point out that it remains an open problem to 
determine whether the examples listed above are the only (infinite) sequen- 
ces of geometric lattices satisfying the assumptions of our theorems. It is 
worth noting that, from the work of Aigner [Aig2], this problem has an 
affirmative answer when restricted to the case of binary lattices. 
In the following we study the problem in the case of modularly 
complemented geometric lattices. 
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These lattices have been completely characterized in [Kah]. Here it is 
convenient to recall that a point of a coordinatizable projective geometry 
is said an internal point with respect o a fixed basis if the tuple of its 
coordinates (with respect o that basis) contains at least one zero entry. 
THEOREM 5.1 [Kah]. Let L be an irreducible modularly complemented 
geometric lattice of (finite) rank at least 4. Then L is either 
(1) a Dowling lattice, or 
(2) the lattice of flats of a subgeometry ofa coordinatizable projective 
geometry which contains all the internal points relative to some fixed basis. 
Before going any further we remark the following: 
(i) Conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem cannot hold together. 
Each lattice of type (1) uniquely determines a finite group G [Dow], and 
each lattice of type (2) uniquely determines a prime power q. 
(ii) The Dowling lattice of rank n over the group G covers, in q/, the 
Dowling lattice of rank n -  1 over the same group [Dow]. 
(iii) Let L be the lattice of flats of a subgeometry S of PG(n-  1, q) 
containing all the internal points with respect o some fixed basis. Then L 
covers, in ~, the subspace lattice of PG(n-  2, q). Indeed it is easy to see 
that any two distinct lines of PG(n-1 ,  q) determine distinct lines of S. 
Hence, one can deduce that, for every point p of S, the filter [p, 1 ] in L 
is isomorphic to the same filter in PG(n- l ,q )  which, in turn, is 
isomorphic to the subspace lattice of PG(n - 2, q). 
We are now ready to state 
THEOREM 5.2. Let Lo, L1,L2,...,L,,... be an infinite sequence of 
modularly complemented geometric lattices of rank O, 1, 2 .... in og. Then 
Lo, L1, L2, ..., L~, ... is a chain in ql if and only if Ln is either 
(1) the Boolean algebra on n points, 
(2) the subspace lattice of the projective geometry PG(n-  1, q), for 
some fixed prime power q, or 
(3) the Dowling lattice Qn(G), for some fixed finite group G. 
Proof Suppose first that the chain Lo, L1,Lz,...,Ln,... contains a 
reducible lattice Lr of rank at least two. Then it is easy to see that Lr has 
a filter isomorphic to B2. Hence L2 is isomorphic to B2, and every filter of 
L, is also isomorphic to B2. By a well known result, Ln is a Boolean 
algebra, for every n. 
The remaining part of the proof (i.e., case L, irreducible, for every n) can 
be derived form Theorem 5.1 and the above remarks. | 
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Finally we supply an example of a uniform, supersolvable geometric 
lattice which is not modularly complemented. The lattice is the lattice of 
flats of the subgeometry of PG(n  - 1, q) (for q a power of a prime greater 
than 3) consisting of n - 1 hyperplanes with a single common point and an 
irreducible hyperquadric tangent in that point to one of those hyperplanes. 
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